Online learning is an essential tool for predictive analysis based on continuous, endless data streams. Adopting Bayesian inference for online settings allows hierarchical modeling while representing the uncertainty of model parameters. Existing online inference techniques are motivated by either the traditional Bayesian updating or the stochastic optimizations. However, traditional Bayesian updating suffers from overconfidence posteriors, where posterior variance becomes too inadequate to adapt to new changes to the posterior. On the other hand, stochastic optimization of variational objective demands exhausting additional analysis to optimize a hyperparameter that controls the posterior variance. In this paper, we present "Streaming Stochastic Variational Bayes" (SSVB) -a novel online approximation inference framework for data streaming to address the aforementioned shortcomings of the current stateof-the-art. SSVB adjusts its posterior variance duly without any user-specified hyperparameters while efficiently accommodating the drifting patterns to the posteriors. Moreover, SSVB can be easily adopted by practitioners for a wide range of models (i.e. simple regression models to complex hierarchical models) with little additional analysis. We appraised the performance of SSVB against Population Variational Inference (PVI), Stochastic Variational Inference (SVI) and Black-box Streaming Variational Bayes (BB-SVB) using two non-conjugate probabilistic models; multinomial logistic regression and linear mixed effect model. Furthermore, we also discuss the significant accuracy gain with SSVB based inference against conventional online learning models for each task.
Streaming Stochastic Variational Bayes; An INTRODUCTION

27
More and more applications are required to respond to data as soon as possible. Among real-world 28 applications are sensor networks, stock market systems, market trend analysis, and online recommendation 29 systems. To address such use cases, applications need to source data directly from their sources. Data 30 streams are a useful abstraction for such use cases. We can apply machine learning to such data streams 31 using both online or offline models. The offline models are easier, yet get outdated when new data 32 becomes available, which may affect the accuracy of the predictions. Moreover, offline learning requires 33 storing these large data streams in memory, which is infeasible for some cases. When these limitations real-world applications now shift towards the use of Bayesian uncertainty (Gal, 2016) . Especially with 46 endless and non-stationary data streams, the uncertainty of the model parameters can be useful to model 47 the uncertainty from real-world data in predictions.
48
Even though Bayesian learning is recognized to be useful in online settings, the exact posterior 49 inference is rarely tractable for both offline and online learning. Thus, sampling techniques such as 50 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling or approximation inference techniques such as Variational
51
Inference (VI) (Wainwright and Jordan, 2008) are commonly adopted in practice as an alternative.
52
Especially, VI is shown to be useful with large-scale, finite data streams by Hoffman analyzes compared to rest of the techniques. Moreover, even for the same data stream, the optimal α can 81 vary with the time. Conceptually, the α estimated during parameter optimization can expire after several 82 drift points due to the changes to the population posterior eventually degrading the performance of PVI.
83
Consequently, existing approaches for online Bayesian inference are rather complex to be of any use 84 to practitioners for real-world applications involving endless streaming data. The expertise and tedious 85 effort required for model specific analysis, inability tackle concept drift due to overconfidence posteriors, 86 and exhausting effort required to understanding and tuning additional hyperparameters have prevented the 87 practitioners from adopting the existing online Bayesian inference approaches to the streaming settings. 88 We, therefore, propose a novel online variational inference framework -"Streaming Stochastic
89
Variational Bayes" (SSVB) for never-ending streaming data with the following properties.
90
• SSVB is optimized as stochastic gradient descent, thus enabling online black-box inference for a 91 wide array of models with little additional derivations.
92
• SSVB does not suffer from overconfidence posteriors, thus the posterior estimated through SSVB 93 reflects the altering patterns in data.
94
• SSVB can adequately accommodate concepts drift in real-world streaming data without compro-95 mising the accuracy.
96
• SSVB controls the posterior variances considering both the amount of information observed at a 97 given point and the changes to the posterior means.
98
Bayesian updating to accommodate such drifts in streaming data. We then propose two modifications to 126 the traditional Bayesian updating framework eliminating its drawbacks with streaming data that evolves 127 over time.
128
Let us consider an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) dataset x = {x i } N i=1 generated using
inference tackles the problem of computing the conditional probability p(z|x) given a batch of data.
131
Traditional Bayesian Updating
132
In online settings, data is continuously arriving from various sources in batches or one-by-one. Assuming 133 that data is generated i.i.d., the inference task can be extended to streaming data as estimating the 134 conditional probability p(z|c b . . . c 1 ) given the first b batches of data c 1 . . . c b each having M data-points.
135
Since we are dealing with i.i.d. data, this task is equivalent to incrementally learning randomly sampled 136 mini-batches from a large dataset. Therefore, we can adopt traditional Bayesian updating to estimate the 137 probability of p(z|c b . . . c 1 ) as below.
Real-world streams sometimes evolve over time due to various external factors that dynamically 139 change the underlying probability distributions of the random variables that generate the data. We call 140 this phenomenon as concept drift. The occurrences of such drifts are unpredictable for most of the cases. we cannot be as confident as the previous posteriors regarding the current state of the random variables.
159
Therefore, we can employ a fixed uncertainty to our priors for each update if each batch has an equal 160 probability of being subjected to concept drift.
161
Moreover, the uncertainty of the posteriors and priors are strongly correlated to their variances.
162
Especially with unimodal priors, we can maintain the uncertainty unchanged by fixing the variance of 
The priors p(z) * are resolved for b th batch s.t.,
where µ 0 and σ 2 0 are user-specified parameters typically based on their initial belief.
191
In approach to the black-box inference of SSVB.
223
Variational Lower Bound
224
In variational inference, a family of distribution q θ (.) that is parameterized by θ is specified over each 
Therefore, the variational parameters θ that maximize the ELBO given data x, minimize the KL divergence 234 between q θ (z) and the exact posterior p(z|x). Accordingly, we maximize the ELBO shown below as the
As illustrated in equation 6, maximizing the ELBO maximizes the likelihood of the observed data 237 simultaneously forcing q θ (z) to be closer to the prior distribution. In other words, maximizing the Hence, the ELBO after observing b th batch can be re-written as shown below;
It should be emphasized that the above objective is different from SVB (Broderick et al., 2013);
248
SVB suggests recursively updating the offline approximation inference primitives that are derived using 249 ELBO, whereas we have embedded such Bayesian updating to the ELBO allowing us to construct online 250 probabilistic models directly. Therefore, we optimize the streaming variational objective in equation 7 as 251 a single inference problem instead of decomposing each update to an offline inference task.
252
We will later construct BB-SVB for black-box online inference based on Bayesian updating following 253 the objective illustrated in equation 7.
254
Streaming Variational Objective with Drift Adaptation
255
As discussed earlier, traditional Bayesian updating collapses with drifting patterns in streaming data, thus 256 the streaming variational objective illustrated in equation 7 cannot handle data generated using the random 257 variables with evolving underlying distributions. We now derive a truly streaming variational objective 258 based on the proposed Bayesian updating framework in equation 3.
259
Accordingly, considering the proposed Bayesian updating (and the proof in Appendix 1) the improved 260 streaming variational objective can be formulated as;
We need to express the priors p(z) * in terms of an appropriate known family of distribution. The ideal term in the variational objective. We define S b s.t.,
where the n b is the total number of data-points used during all the updates including the current update 271 and φ is a normalization constant, which is useful to adjust regularization to avoid overfitting. Recall that
272
M is the batch size. The purpose of introducing this scaling function is to control the regularization to the posteriors accordingly. However, in our experiments, we have always considered φ = 1 unless specified 274 otherwise. Therefore, with default settings the S b = b as recommended by the streaming Bayesian 275 updating.
276
Accordingly, the improved variational objective can be re-written as;
Therefore, the proposed streaming variational objective (eq. 10) scales the likelihood proportionally occasional re-calibration of the posterior uncertainty.
287
As discussed earlier, one downside of employing the proposed objective compared to tradition objective. Moreover, the obtained objective can be justified using the existing state-of-the-art variational 300 objective adopted to streaming settings. In the next section, we will outline SSVB for black-box online 
Algorithm 1: Black-Box Streaming Variational Bayes -BB-SVB Inputs :
θ i ← Update parameters using gradients g (Eq. 14 with ADAM) end return θ Algorithm 2: Streaming Stochastic Variational Bayes -SSVB 
324
We express each random variable z as deterministic variable z = h(θ , ε), where ε is an auxiliary 325 variable with independent marginal ε ∼ p(ε). We compute the gradients for both BB-SVB and SSVB 
Gradient Descent Steps
331
In the process of stochastic gradient descent, the objective is differentiated w.r.t each variable and the 332 gradient of each variable is evaluated at the current point. 
θ ← Update parameters using gradients g (Eq. 14 with ADAM)) end return θ
Single Pass Updates
344
A typical online learning algorithm learns from each data point exactly once, which is known as single As a result, the KL divergence of most of the commonly adopted families of distributions (e.g. Normal
351
and Gamma etc) has zero gradients during single pass updates with BB-SVB.
352
One can assume that using BB-SVB with single pass updates completely eliminates the effect of the 
The VGE in equation 15 uses the full dataset to evaluate the gradient in a single iteration. The . Thus, the likelihood is scaled to as it is computed using the full dataset 368 suppressing the overwhelming priors or in this case the overwhelming KL divergence term. We obtain 369 SVGE for mini-batches randomly sampled from the full dataset as follows. 
379
Recall that KL divergence term serves as the regularization to the posteriors thus, we can interpret 380 that the role of α is to control the regularization to the posteriors. Therefore, in addition to controlling the 381 posterior variance, α also adjust the regularization to the posterior mean; and estimating the optimal α 382 correspond to finding ideal regularization to posteriors.
383
We have obtained black-box counterparts of VI, SVI and PVI following their original objectives in 384 this section. We will be using them throughout our experiments in contrast with SSVB and BB-SVB.
385
DISCUSSION
386
In this section, we provide empirical evidence to establish the superiority of SSVB against the existing SVB against the posterior approximated by SVI (algorithm 4) for a simple logistic regression task. We 412 perform single-pass updates on each data points from 1e3 generated data-points with five regressors.
413 Figure 1 illustrates the approximated posteriors for the five regression coefficients after each two hundred 414 data points.
415
The posteriors estimated using SVB are either failing to converge to the true coefficients or suffering 416 from a high variance when using BB-VI as the approximation inference primitive. This is mainly due to 
462
Moreover, according to figure 2, we observe that lpd to be corresponding with the error rates for 
500
Analogous to the previous analysis, we feed exactly one data point for each update. However, we 501 investigate both single-pass and multi-pass updates. For the multi-pass scenarios, we perform exactly two 502 passes per each update. We use ADAM optimizer with ρ = 0.01 for both datasets. Similar to the previous 503 section, we optimize α using the initial 10% of the complete data stream minimizing the error rate. The 504 optimal α found for airline and poker-hand datasets are respectively 1e8 and 1e5 with single-pass updates,
505
whereas multi-pass updates required setting α to 1e9 and 1e7 to achieve the optimal settings. We preserve 506 the original ordering of the data and conduct prequential evaluations to compute the error rates shown 507 in equation 17. w.r.t the number of data samples used to update the models. We have excluded BB-SVB from the plots 512 corresponding to multi-pass updates because the error rate of BB-SVB drastically increases concealing 513 the variations among the rest of the techniques.
514
If we consider only the final error rates with single-pass updates illustrated in table 3, we do not observe 515 a considerable difference in the accuracies of SSVB and BB-SVB compared to PVI for airlines dataset.
516
However, SSVB and BB-SVB have shown a moderate improvement over PVI and SVI with poker-hand 517 dataset. We could expect BB-SVB to perform poorly under the concept drift due to the overconfidence Moreover, BB-SVB with single-pass updates also resembles the above behaviour when compared with 539 PVI. We can explain such conduct using the different scaling mechanisms employed by each technique to 540 govern the regularization to the posteriors. Therefore, SSVB appears to be more suited with endless data stream due to its comparable performance 554 to PVI, even without tuning any additional hyperparameters as with PVI. Although PVI is not sensitive 555 to the size of the entire dataset, the α being estimated is sensitive to properties of the data-points (e.g.
556
the number of data points, drifting patterns etc) that are used optimize α. Therefore, PVI may require 557 re-estimating the α after a while to avoid any accuracy drop due to the outdated α. Since. SSVB adjust its 558 scaling function dynamically based on the number of data-points observed, it is highly unlikely to expire.
559
Therefore, SSVB is much useful to handle never-ending drifting data streams than PVI. presents only the first 1e6 data-points, whereas 6 considers the last 1e6 samples, covering both ends of the 568 experiment.
569
As expected, BB-SVB leads to overconfidence posteriors, resulting in near zero variance for both is equivalent to likelihood maximization of probability distributions. We still do not recommend using the number of passes from 1 to 3 during each update. We measure the average log-predictive density, root 640 mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) after each update using the hold-out 641 set. Figure 7 illustrates the RMSE and log predictive density after each update to the models. Moreover,
642
for each error metric, we consider the mean and the standard deviation of all the updates as the overall 
APPENDIX 1 -PROOF OF STREAMING VARIATIONAL OBJECTIVES
794
We will outline the derivations of streaming variational objectives presented with equations 7 and 10 795 respectively starting from the Bayesian updating frameworks in equations 1 and 3, respectively.
796
Streaming Variational Objective with Traditional Bayesian Updating
797
Let us first rewrite Bayesian updating (eq. 1) in terms of likelihood, prior and marginal probability of data.
Consider the KL-divergence between an appropriate family of distribution q θ (.) and posterior 799 p(z|c b . . . c 1 ) estimated using Bayesian updating. Recall that q θ (.) is parameterized by θ . 
Analogous to the previous proof, consider the KL-divergence between an appropriate family of 
The inference process is expected to approximate the posterior of the coefficient matrix w that is predictors X i , whereas random effect u is C dimensional vector corresponding to the random effects for 831 C subjects. Random effects design vector Z i is typically a one-hot encoded vector indicating the source 832 of the observation y i out of C subjects to assign the corresponding random effect from u. Error term ε i 833 represents the noise in the each observation y i .
834
The likelihood of the observations y can be express as the conditional probability shown in 23 which 835 is assumed to be corrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian noise with unknown variance σ 2 .
In our implementations of LME, we consider both β and u as random variables, thus coefficients Figure 8 illustrates the inference network implemented for LME model. Table 5 . Final F1 scores using with-hold set for multi-class classification
24/25
Table 5 presents the f1 scores computed using the with-hold set for each multiclass classification dataset.
843
These values are computed once the model is updated using all the datasets in the training set. We have 
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